Itinerary

ITINERARY to SAEY
1. Coming from GENT (Ghent), Antwerp or Brussels via E 17
LEAVE the motorway at exit N° 3 (Kortrijk OOST / Zwevegem) and keep to the right direction
KORTRIJK-NOORD / BRUGGE on the RING R8.
Stay on the RING for more than 4 km until you see, on the right side a building ELECTROMAT.
At the traffic lights immediately hereafter (the 7th since you left the motorway) take to the right,
the Izegemse straat.
At the next crossing take the Industrielaan to the left.
SAEY is just a little further, on the left.

2. Coming from LILLE (France) or Mouscron via E 17 (A 22 in France)
Approximately 4 km after you crossed the border the motorway crosses another motorway, the
E 403. Keep to the right to follow BRUGGE for about 3 km until you have passed through a
tunnel (under Wevelgem airport).
Immediately after the tunnel, take to the right to KORTRIJK.
Take the left lane to KORTRIJK-NOORD and stay on the RING R8 for about 4 km.
At the first traffic lights : take to the left, the Izegemse straat.
Keep straight ahead at the lights and pursue to the next crossing where you take the
Industrielaan to the left.
The offices are on your left.

3. Coming from TOURNAI, Mons or Charleroi via E 403 (A 17)
Follow the BRUGGE direction until you pass through a tunnel (under the Wevelgem airport).
Immediately after the tunnel : to the right and proceed as under 2.
4. Coming from IEPER (Ypres) via A 19
The motorway ends on the RING. Just before, take the left lane to KORTRIJK-NOORD and
proceed as under 2.
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